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EDITORIAL 
A s 1990 draws to a close, the press and other media in the countries of Catalan culture have paid special attention to the commemoration of the 500th anniversary of the publication of k o n t  lo Blonc, the novel by 
Joanot Martorell(1413-1468) that has become a classic of universal literature. Perhaps one of the events that has best 
illustrated the international interest in firont lo Blanc was the meeting of the novel's translators which took place in 
Valencia, with the presence of Jean Marie Barbera (French), Bob de Niis (Dutch), David Rosenthal (English), Miquel 
Ibañez (Swedish), Leonardo lnterlandi (ltalian), Wang Yangle (Chinese), Andrei lonescu (who wrote the prologue to the 
Romanian translation), Paavo Lehtonen (Finnish) and Fritz Vogelgsang (German). A scientific symposium held in Barcelo- 
na in November brought together the most important specialists in the novel, amongst them Juan B. Avalle-Arce, E.T. 
Aylward, Lola Badia, Rafael Beltran, Alberto Blecua, José M. Blecua, José M. Cacho Blecua, Jean Canavaggio, Emili 
Casanova, Pedro M. Cátedra, Germa Colon, Anton M. Espadaler, Pere Gimferrer, Isabel Grifoll, Giuseppe Grilli, Albert 
Hauff, Fernando Lázaro Carreter, Francisco Lopez Estrado, Katheleen McNerney, Carles Miralles, José Enrique Ruiz 
Doménec, Sylvia Roubaud (Fronce), José M. Rubiera, Giuseppe E. Sansone (Italy), Cesare Segre (Italy), Mario Vargas 
Llosa (Peru) and Curt Wittlin (Canada). We hope the special edition of h n t  lo Blanc, promoted by the Gandia Town 
Council and sponsored by UNESCO, will close the commemoration year by giving a great boost to the diffusion of an 
ancient literary work which is still of interest to the public today. In this number, the literary critic lsidor Cbnsul describes 
the different aspects of the commemoration. 
We have interviewed Professor Raimon Panikkar, a specialist in religion, well known internationally for his teaching in 
the United States, Europe and the lndian sub-continent. He is the son of an lndian father and a Catalan mother, and 
perhaps this is what led him to study the philosophical and theological connections between the great religious 
traditions of East and West. His most important recent publications include Myth, Foith ond Hermeneutics, New York, 
1 979; Blessed Simplicity, The Monk os Universo1 Archetype, New York, 1 982; Die Verontwortung des Menschen für eine 
bewohnbore welt in Christentum, Hinduismus und Buddhismus, Freiburg, 1985. Raimon Panikkar's ideas are particularly 
interesting for three reasons. First of all, because people al1 over the world are once more reflecting on the contributions 
made by religions to moral awareness, peace, justice and progress. Secondly, because religious institutions and 
institutionalized religions are finding it increasingly difficult to get their message across. Thirdly, because religious belief 
is being challenged by religious pluralism and, in the developed countries, by the predominance of secularism and 
non-believers. Raimon Panikkar defines religion as an ultimate dimension of human existence that goes beyond the 
formalisms of al1 religious traditions. We believe his original contributions will shed new light on an issue which is central 
to al1 cultures. 
As we approach the end of 1990, a book by Josep M. Puigjaner has appeared, published by the Generalitat de 
Catalunya, which I recommend to al1 readers of CATALONIA. The book, Getting to know Cotolonio has been published 
XAVlER SERRA DE RIVERA. THE M V A I  EXPEDmON AGAlNST THE GENOESE, 11990 
in Catalan, Castilian, French, English and German, and is divided into three blocks dealing with the post, present and 
future of Catalonia. It is a large-format work, with good illustrations and a series of very useful appendixes offering the 
reader universal figures of Catalan culture, Catalonia as seen by non-Catalans, Catalan presence throughout the world, 
translations of Catalan literature into other languages, an international bibliography on Catalonia and a basic historicol 
chronology. Another very useful publication is the magazine "Barcelona Metropolis Mediterrania", published every 
three months by Barcelona City Council, with articles in Catalan and English or Castilian and English. Recent numbers 
have been dedicated to the Collserola range, the "Barcelona 2000" plan, Catalan Modernism and Catalan theatre. The 
quantity and quality of information in this magazine make it a valuable introduction to the enormous vitality of the capital 
of Catalonia, which is also the most important city in the whole of the region of Catalan culture. 
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